Note: The perpetrator of each of the above activities is always held responsible .
The purpose of this chart is to illustrate other parties that may have some liability.
SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND THE LAW
To help understand the legal impact of sexual harassment, the following is a summary of federal law: • Sexual harassment and discrimination are prohibited by federal law, specifically the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
• It is unlawful to deny applicants employment because of their gender. • Federal protection does not cover sexual orientation. There is one exception. If gender is a bona fide occupational qualifier (BFOQ), that characteristic can be considered. To be a BFOQ, an employer must go to great lengths to demonstrate that gender is unmistakably tied to the job requirements . For example, if the employer is putting together a catalog of men's clothing, limiting employment to male model s is exempted from legal challenge, because males are specifically required to perform the job.
Three types of sexual harassment are prohibited by law:
• Quid pro quo. This is the first type of harassment recognized by the S exual harassment can occur in iii:iii'J~~~~~~[J~:I~~E=~J:~==:~ts~~~~=I:l any workplace. The occupa-t ional health nurse may be the first person the employee contacts. Because of the unique role of the occupational health service, it is likely an employee will report sexual misconduct to the occupational health nurse or come to the health service with physical or mental health symptoms resulting from harassment. lEG A l i S SUE S courts. It prohibits an employer/supervisor from trading sex for employment or favoritism in the workplace.
• Hostile workpla ce. Currently, this is the most commonly litigated charge. It prohibits an employer from having a sexually offensive work environment.
• Reverse harassment. This type of harassment is rare. It prohibits an employer from giving job preferences to one employee over another because of the individual engaged in sexual conduct with the employer/supervisor. In the event one person is treated favorably because of a sexual liaison with "the boss," other employees can sue, claiming they were denied job promotions because of one employee 's favored status.
The Table explains a variety of sexual misconduct scenarios that can surface in the workplace, and provides an example of the individuals who might be held liable.
CONCLUSION
It is important professionals in the occupational health field are able to recognize unlawful sexual activity and the signs that may manifest in individual employees. Cooperation with the human resources team may help companies achieve a work environment free of exploitive, illegal conduct-and enhance the overall health of the workplace.
